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Author review and testimonial:

Recently, I experienced the occurrence of an acute facial neuralgia pain on my left
side. I thought it was maybe a tooth infection exacerbated by the anaerobic 
bacteria in an old root canal; then again maybe it was just the increased stress 
and prolonged isolation from the COVID 19 lockdown?  I don’t know, it persisted 
though, and my situation became more than uncomfortable.  

On July 1st, 2020, I began receiving the Scalar Light Healing sessions; these 
sessions are administered daily and remotely by way of a digital photograph; they
consist of the Trinity of Light (3) three healing protocols: the Energetic 
Cleanse/Clearing; the Energy Balancing; and the Nutrient Support. It was nearly 
overnight and literally I felt the pain and discomfort leave my body - a profound 
and remarkable difference. The Scalar Light Healing sessions are nothing less than
a God-send.  

Before I received these daily sessions, I was operating well below normal and 
working sub optimally. I endured the daily stinging of facial nerve pain now 
completely subsided - no more pain. This is an incredible relief, no PHARMA 
medications, no pain killers – it felt solid like a real level up. The scalar light 
sessions supported and upgraded my energy and attitude - thus the purpose of 
this review, my immense gratitude – indeed, I feel like a different person; a better 
person.

It is my belief that Tom Paladino is a genius; his mission to heal the planet and 
eliminate suffering from all those dealing with pathogenic diseases is mighty and 
noble. I hope the information in this review opens the door to new pathways to 
explore more inspirational healing options which are available to all of us.  

So, what is scalar light energy – and what kinds of results do the healing sessions 
provide?  



Scalar Light Energy - Facts & Prophecies: 

The following is a series of mystical locutions and insights received by Tom 
Paladino and several Christian mystics who have come forward to impart their 
wisdom regarding Scalar Light:

There are two (2) types of energies in the universe:  scalar light and 
electromagnetic energy. Scalar light observes different laws of nature as 
compared to electricity and magnetism.  The Sun in our solar system; the stars in 
our galaxy; even the bright comet skirting our night skies – these are all
sources of scalar light energy. Indeed, the benevolent origins of our Universe are 
all made of scalar light and created by God. 

All energy in the Universe originates as scalar light energy.  In some instances, 
scalar energy degrades into electromagnetic energy. Scalar light is a divine light: a 
dimension outside of the electromagnetic dimension.  Thus, scalar light operates 
in a dimension outside of the electromagnetic dimension.  

When God created the Universe only scalar light energy existed. It was the fall of 
Adam and Eve which brought about an inferior type of energy, known as 
electromagnetic energy.   

In the coming Era of Peace, also known as the Golden Age, only scalar light energy
will be found in the Universe.  Electromagnetic energy will no longer exist during 
the coming Era of Peace.   

The characteristics of scalar light:
 

 Scalar light energy does not experience entropy, or weaken over 
distance or time.  Thus, scalar light energy is "divine" energy and a form 
of eternal light.   Scalar light is a conduit of Source - and Source is the 
conduit of the Universe. There is nothing but Source.

 
 Every prayer, emotion, thought or physical action is an emanation of 

scalar light energy.   



 Scalar light carries the instructions of the universe.  All spiritual, mental 
and physical activity of the universe receives instructions initially from 
scalar light.  Thus, scalar light imparts the divine instructions from God; 
scalar light is the conduit for the instructions of God.

 Scalar light energy assembles and maintains all forms of matter from 
ether; ether is the fundamental substance of the universe: all atoms, 
molecules, elements, plants, animals, man, planets and the stars 
are composed of ether. 

 Scalar light energy instructs all physical matter to assemble, as well as 
disassemble in the universe; it is an informational wave of energy that is 
exclusively responsible for the geometry of the Universe.   

 There is no frequency in a scalar light force field.  Scalar energy does 
NOT travel from one location to another. Rather, scalar light is the 
presence of the Holy Spirit - and God fills the dimension of the Universe, 
instantaneously.

 
 Scalar light energy assumes the shape of a double helix, or phi spiral.  

The length of one (1) full cycle of the phi spiral is 1.618... times greater 
than the width of the phi spiral. The mathematical value of phi is 1.618…
and it is found throughout all of creation.

 Scalar light is the cause of time by the rotation of a scalar wave in one 
direction causing time to move forward;  whereas, the rotation of a 
scalar wave in the opposite direction will cause time to move backward. 
Thus, scalar light is a dimension that transcends time.  In a perfect scalar
light paradigm, time is always in the present moment.

 God created light scalar energy when he commanded:  "Be light made.  
And light was made."  Genesis 1,3.  Scalar light energy is the Word of 
God.   



Finally, scalar light is the very essence of God; it is a direct manifestation of the 
Cosmic Christ, Jesus Christ, born as Yeshua, the Christ, and known as the Son of 
God.  

So, how is it that the Scalar Light standardized daily treatments disassemble 
germs, bacteria, fungus, pathogens and viruses? They’re everywhere, right? Life is
made up of these things. Our bodies are made up of these things.  All of these 
‘diseases’ are in fact symptoms of an underlying toxicity within the cells. These 
‘viruses’ are also manufactured within our own bodies as a protection mechanism
against an over-toxicity in the body brought upon by our food, our thoughts, our 
stressful lifestyles and our chemically tainted environments – these can create an 
over toxicity in our bloodstreams. When we become overly toxic our body creates
a natural detoxification process which we call a ‘flu,’ a “cold” or ‘pneumonia,’ we 
thereby allow our body to naturally rid itself of these deadly toxins.

When we introduce scalar light to an already toxic situation within the body it 
becomes an intuitive intervention that can best be described as a “divine 
intervention” of healing – a direct healing from Source; an instruction, or conduit 
from Source translated as a recalibration message from another dimension that 
alters our energetic body, thereby the physical body receives the instruction - and
we, in effect, heal quite dramatically. The miraculous is made simple.  It is indeed 
a ‘divine’ recalibration instruction process to restore a very toxic body to a very 
healthy body via scalar light.  This daily recalibration from the ‘Trinity of Light’ (3) 
standardized healing protocols administered to the client remotely by way of a 
photograph sequentially restore the body back to dynamic vitality. The best part 
is that a renaissance of renewed health and wellness returns to the client within a
relatively short period of time. 

The following testimonials purport scientific fact, i.e., evidence and subsequent 
testimonials from lab results: here are some very satisfied Scalar Light clients who
received multiple standardized sessions over a period of several months to a year 
– they all achieved some very remarkable and outstanding lab results:  



#1 Epstein Barr – Cytomegalovirus testimonial



#2 Herpes Epstein Barr virus PCR lab result and testimonial:



#3 HIV_1 PCR lab result and testimonial:



#4 Lyme Borrelia PCR lab result and testimonial:



If you would like to learn more about Scalar Light healing sessions, please visit 
the website: WWW.FREESCALAR.NET  for a 15-day free trial. 
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